
 

	
	

	
 
CUPLESS RACING TOOLKIT 

 
In an effort to reduce waste and support cupless races using the HydraPak SpeedCup, we 
have created a Cupless Race Toolkit for race directors and events.  Together, we can work 
to prevent single-use cups from being used, trashed or left on roads and trails. 
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THE SPEEDCUP 
 
A collapsible, reusable cup designed to minimize waste on the trail and replace single-use 
cups at race events.   
 
- Lightweight – Made of ultra-light, abrasion resistant 

TPU & RF welded seams for superior durability 
- Finger Loop – Provides support when drinking and 

pouring, or use it to attach for quick access 
- Free Standing – Stands like a cup when empty or full 
- Compressible – Soft material is flexible and ultralight 

so you can stuff it anywhere  
- Safe & Easy to Clean – 100% BPA & PVC free; Top 

rack dishwasher safe 
 
 



COMMUNICATION & MESSAGING 
 
Make sure to inform your runners that your race is going cupless. You can do this through 
emails, website updates or social media posts.   
 

- “Lyon’s Creek Ultra will be a cupless event. Runners will need to carry a water 
bottle, collapsible cup or other means to drink at aid stations. HydraPak 
SpeedCups will be available for purchase at packet pick up for those who need a 
collapsible, lightweight & easy to carry cup for the race.” 
 

- “Unnecessary waste and trash is something we are working to eliminate at our 
events. As an organization dedicated to maintaining a clean race and doing our 
part to keep our trails beautiful and pristine, starting this year, we will be going 
cupless. This means we are eliminating the use of disposable cups at all our 
races. Runners will instead receive a reusable HydraPak SpeedCup for use on 
and off the course.”   

 
- “Please note that The Coliseum 50 is a cupless race which means that the 

paper/plastic cups used by runners to drink water, electrolytes or soda at aid 
stations will not be available. Runners will be provided with a reusable HydraPak 
SpeedCup, which is a small, flexible cup that you can carry or stash in your 
pocket/pack.”   
 

- “In an effort to reduce waste and lessen our race footprint, Velocity Trail Runs 
will be going cupless. Starting this year, cups will NOT be available at aid stations 
for water or electrolyte drinks at any of our events. Runners will receive a 
collapsible, lightweight and easy to carry HydraPak SpeedCup for use during the 
race that they can carry or tuck in their pocket/pack.  By going cupless, we are 
saving thousands of cups from being used on course and doing our part to keep 
our trails beautiful and lessen our impact on the environment.” 
 

- “The San Leandro Race Series will be going cupless. Each year, we dispense 
approximately XXXX cups across all four races and we are excited to reduce our 
environmental impact by eliminating the use of disposable cups at our events.  
Aid stations will be fully staffed and stocked to keep runners fueled and hydrated, 
however, runners will need to carry their own cups and bottles in order to drink.”   

 
 



SOCIAL MEDIA 
 
See below for example posts & captions.  Make sure to tag #hydrapak in your posts! 
Suggested tags: #speedcup #cupless #cuplessrace #ditchingdisposable.                                        

              
 

              



AID STATION TIPS AND TRICKS 
 

- Inform your volunteers ahead of time – make sure all your aid station captains and 
volunteers are aware that your race will be cupless so they are prepared in advance. 

- Be speedy – have your aid station staff prepped, ready 
and waiting up front to fill up runner’s cups (or 
reservoirs and flasks) as they run through.  

- Use pitchers! – this is one of the fastest way to pour 
drinks into cups.  

TIP: If you are using pitchers for both electrolyte 
drink & water, we suggest labeling them if they 
are not easily identifiable by color. 

- Have open soda containers ready & waiting for runners 
– liter jugs are usually the easiest to pour but using 
recyclable aluminum cans is another commonly used 
option. 

- Face all water coolers towards runners – this makes it easy for them to fill up cups 
and water bottles on their own.  

- Remind runners to get their cups out– set out on-course signage ahead of each aid 
station prompting runners to get their cups and drinking vessels out. 

- Have a backup cup – keep a ‘communal cup’ at each aid station for runners who lose 
or forget their cups.   

 
HydraPak & WaterMonster 
 
Our friends at WaterMonster have designed a variety of race 
day hydration dispensers that are ideal for cupless racing 
and pair perfectly with the SpeedCup.  
 
Cupless events of all sizes can set up hydration stations 
with their WaterMonster Tanks, Manifold Systems or Mini - 
Manifold Kits to rapidly dispense water to athletes.  Paired 
with the UltraSpout runners can fill up their cups at a rate of 
6 ounces per second at each dispensing location!   
 

- WaterMonster Tank – 125 Gallon tank with 6 UltraSpout locations. For large scale 
events with local water sources within 100 ft of desired water station.  
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- Manifold System – Attaches to WaterMonster Tanks & provides an additional 8 
UltraSpout locations. They can be linked together for large races where time is crucial 
for participants 

- Mini Manifold Kit – A manifold system that easily attaches to three 5-gallon coolers 
with 5 UltraSpouts & foot pedals for a touch-free rapid cup refill. The mini-manifolds 
can sit on standard event tables using a common 5 or 10 gallon cooler. Ideal for 
smaller events or hard to get to locations. 

 
All options work great with our SpeedCup. For more information, you can contact Kevin Huff 
at kevin@watermonster.us  	
	
 
 
 
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 
 
Do I Charge Runners for SpeedCups? 
 
Making the switch to cupless racing is a worthwhile investment and there are a variety of 
ways to save or recover costs on your purchase of SpeedCups: 
 

- Build the cost of the cup into your race registration fee – you can also offer runners 
the option to ‘opt out’ of a cup to reduce their fee. 

- Make the cup available for purchase at packet pickup – suggested pricing is $5.  
- Provide the cups as a race swag item – see if you can get assistance from outside 

sponsors to help fund the cup purchase.   
- Purchase a set quantity of SpeedCups to reuse at all of your events – provide 

participants with a cup at the start of the race and collect them at the end of the 
event to take back for cleaning (they are dishwasher safe!). 

 
How Should Runners Carry Their SpeedCups? 
 
The SpeedCup was designed to be lightweight, easy to 
hold, and collapsible so it can be tucked almost anywhere.  
Here are a just a few ways that runners can carry their 
cups during races: 
 

- Crush or fold the cup and tuck it in your short, belt 
or pack pocket. 



- Use a mini carabiner to attach the cup to your belt, pack or bra strap. 
- Tuck the cup in an armsleeve or compression shorts (some ladies even stash cups in 

their sports bras!). 
- Use the finger loop to carry the cup in your hand. 

 
What Else Can I Do to Make My Event More Sustainable? 
 
Going cupless is a great start but there are lots of additional ways to make your race 
greener and more eco-friendly: 
 

- Go paperless by digitizing your registration forms, manuals, medical certificates and 
other race communications. 

- Encourage runners to carpool!  Not only does this save on fuel and emissions but it 
also will alleviate race parking congestion.  

- Find ways to reduce packaging – if ordering medals, shirts or anything else, work with 
your suppliers to minimize the amount of packaging used in shipping your supplies. 

- Recycle your runners’ GU, Gel and Nutrition Mix wrappers by utilizing TerraCycle’s free 
recycling program for performance nutrition packaging. 

- Make a ‘waste sorting station’ available for your runners at the start/finish that gives 
athletes and spectators the option to compost, recycle or trash their waste. 

- Set up a donation bin for runners to discard any used/unwanted shoes and clothing. 
 
WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU! 
 
Getting feedback on your experience with HydraPak, the SpeedCup and cupless racing is 
incredibly valuable – we would love to hear about your experience in an email to: 
speedcup@hydrapak.com . 
 
 
 
About HydraPak 
 
Pushing boundaries to redefine the future of hydration, HydraPak creates innovative 
solutions that stand up to the harshest environments. Easy-to-use and highly functional, 
every HydraPak product showcases the technical manufacturing expertise that has 
distinguished the company for nearly two decades. By offering a better way to hydrate, and 
continually seeking to refine its offerings, HydraPak has pioneered new product categories 
and become a trusted partner for dozens of major OEMs. These renowned global brands 
integrate HydraPak’s proprietary designs and technologies into their hydration products for 
recreational, athletic and military use. For more information, please visit www.hydrapak.com. 


